In previous analyses of simultaneous Brownian and gravity-induced flocculation, it has been assumed that each mechanism contributes independently to the total flocculation rate. In this paper the rigorous problem of coupled Brownian and gravity-induced flocculation is considered for the case of strong Brownian]weak gravity effects. Using a singular perturbation expansion solution of the governing steadystate convective-diffusion equation, coupled flocculation rates are obtained. Comparison of the coupled rates with the rates found from the additivity approach show that additivity is justified only under very restrictive conditions.
INTRODUCTION
In the absence of bulk fluid motion, both Brownian diffusion and differential creaming can cause polydisperse colloidal particles to flocculate if the interparticle interactions are favorable (1, 2) . In differential creaming the larger particles sweep out the slower moving small particles in their path. A process which is termed sedimentation (gravity-induced) flocculation.
Analysis of the combined effects of Brownian and gravity-induced flocculation is of current research interest. The first work in this area was carried out by Mfiller (3) who extended Smoluchowski's Brownian theory (4) to account for the polydispersity of particle sizes which gives rise to gravity-induced flocculation. This theory was shown experimentally by Matthews and Rhodes (5) to apply qualitatively for particles in the size range of 0.5-2.0/~m, but could not give quantitative results since both hydrodynamic interactions and interparticle forces were neglected.
Significant progress has been made in quantitatively describing the deposition of colloidal particles onto various collectors under laminar flow conditions (cf. 6-9, 34, 35) . In particular, dispersion, electric double layer, and external force fields (e.g., gravity), Brownian diffusion, as well as the hydrodynamic interaction between particles and collectors have been rigorously accounted for. However, these types offlocculation studies are not applicable to the case of two comparably sized colloidal particles since the collector is both stationary and much larger than the particle. Consequently, the effect of mutual particle diffusion and different particle size ratios is absent.
In order to rigorously study the kinetics of simultaneous Brownian and gravity-induced flocculation, it is necessary to solve the convective-diffusion equation which describes the distribution of particles around a reference or test sphere. This equation has been solved in the steady-state for the case of no external force (e.g., gravity, shearing motion, etc.) by Derjaguin and Muller (10) , and independently by Spielman (11) . Previously Smoluchowski (4) ignored interparticle forces and hydrodynamic interactions; while Fuchs (12) neglected hydrodynamic interactions. The transient ease has been investigated by Roebersen and Wiersema (13) and Feke and Prabhu (14) . Recently, Van de Ven and Mason (15) and Batchelor (16) have solved the steady-state convectivediffusion equation for the case of strong Brownian motion with weak shearing flows, while Feke and Schowalter (17) have analyzed systems undergoing strong shearing flows with weak Brownian diffusion. In this paper a solution of the steady-state convective-diffusion equation is presented for strong Brownian/ weak gravity effects. The case of strong gravity/ negligible Brownian effects has been treated elsewhere (18) .
In the analysis given here, only interparticle potentials which result in particle/particle flocculation are considered (i.e., the interparticle potential Vint ---' -oe as the interparticle separation H ~ 0). Batchelor (19, 20) has solved the steady-state convective-diffusion equation for strong Brownian motion/weak gravity systems when the interparticle potential prohibits particle capture (i.e., V~nt ---, +oo as H --, 0). In Batchelor's analysis a regular perturbation solution was adequate; whereas in the present case a solution of the convective-diffusion equation can be found by making use of the perturbation method described by Proudman and Pearson (2 l) of matching inner and outer expansions.
PHYSICAL MODEL
A model for the flocculation of dilute suspensions of polydisperse colloidal spheres in quiescent media is described in this section. Because the suspension is assumed to be dilute, only two-particle interactions are included in the analysis.
Consider the interaction between the two unequally sized spheres shown in Fig. 1 , where the origin of a Lagrangian coordinate system coincides with the center of the smaller (test or reference) sphere, of radius al. The steadystate single-particle flocculation rate is given by the net inward flux of type-2 particles, with a radius a2, through some surface A* enclosing the test sphere j12 = --L* (V~)" ndA, [1] where v = v(r) is the velocity of the second particle relative to the test sphere, and the pair probability density ~ = f~(r) describes the number concentration of type-2 particles in space. The probability function is governed by a conservation equation for regions of space outside the collision surface which, in steadystate, is given by
where r is the distance between particle centers. Since colloidal particles are in the low Reynolds number regime, the governing hydrodynamic equations are linear, and the overall flow field can be decomposed into separate contributions (22) . For the case of interest, the relative sphere velocity is attributed to three sources: motion due to gravity, motion caused by Brownian diffusion, and motion due to interparticle forces, namely V = Yg n t-VBr -[-Vin t.
[3]
The relative velocity of two spheres in an infinite medium acted upon by gravity can be written as (23) Vg = (U02 --b/01 ) x {-~4(R) cos 0er + ~3(R) sin 0ea}, [4] where R = 2r/(al + a2) is the dimensionless interparticle distance, ~(R) and ~(R) the hydrodynamic corrections to Stokes relative creaming rate (Uo2 -u00, and er and e8 unit vectors in the spherical polar coordinate system (note: gravity acts in the direction 8 = ~-).
The relative sphere velocity due to Brown-ian motion can be formulated in terms of the relative diffusion coefficient and the probability density (24)
eo, [5] where g(R) and Y(R) are the hydrodynamic corrections to the Stokes-Einstein relative diffusion coefficient Do, and % a unit vector in the spherical polar coordinate system. For spherical particles, interparticle forces only act along line of centers. The relative velocity due to such a force is given by (15) g(R)Do 0 Vi,t
--er, [6] kT Or 
= Gr{cos O[2R-~(R)~ ° -~
+ RiB(R) sin 0 -~ , [7] where the gravity number Gr is defined by
_ 27rgApa 4 3kT X(1 -X2), [8] and represents the relative strength of gravitational to Brownian forces, with g being the local acceleration of gravity, A0 the density difference between the particles and the suspending medium, and h = al/a2 the particle size ratio (note: by definition 0 < X ~ 1). In Fig. 2 the gravity number Gr is shown as a function of the particle size ratio X for the case Ap = 0.1 g/cm 3 in a water medium at T = 298°K under normal gravity. One notices that the solution of the pair-conservation equation presented in this paper will be valid for particles less than approximately 1.0 ~tm in radius, depending of course on the magnitude of Ap, X, and g.
The appropriate steady-state boundary conditions for [7] are ~o=0 at R= 2,
[9] and ~°---~1 as R---*oe. [10] Due to the symmetry of gravitational motion the following conditions must hold: Equation [ 12] indicates that gravity does not perturb the particle distribution in the ¢ direction.
In the analysis here, the following far-field forms of the hydrodynamic corrections are used (23) , which were derived from the farfield mobilities given by Reed [19] with up being the viscosity of the particles and uf the viscosity of the suspending fluid. For a rigid sphere, the viscosity ratio 3, = 1, while for a gas bubble 3' = 2/3. Complete near-field forms of the hydrodynamic corrections are unavailable; however, as R ---* 2 (particle/particle contact), [22] and G Yf(R ---+ 2) = C4 + ln(R -2)' [23] where C~ are constants which depend on both 2` and 3'. The exact values of these constants are unknown; however this does not affect the analysis presented here since only the behavior of the hydrodynamic corrections as R ---+ 2 is necessary.
Criteria for a Steady-State Particle Distribution
In order for a steady-state particle distribution to exist, the net flux ofpartMes crossing the surface A* shown in Fig. 1 must be constant and independent of the choice of A*, otherwise regions will exist where there is either an accumulation or depletion of particles. This requirement implies that the two spheres must touch in a finite amount of time. Whether this touching occurs or not depends on the behavior of the interparticle potential Vint(R) as R ~ 2. For these very small interparticle distances the dominant contribution to the relative sphere velocity v will obviously be Vint, and by substituting [22] into [6] , one finds that for (R -2) ~ 1, the radial component of the relative velocity reduces to 
f2 2+~ I dR
LiB ~ 0 Vint l remains finite, where o~ is an arbitrarily small interparticle distance, the two spheres will eventually touch in a finite amount of time.
For example, the two particles will touch if Vint follows an inverse power law as described by DLVO theory (27, 28) . Therefore, since the interparticle potential vanishes at infinity, i.e., lim V~nt(R) = 0, [25] R~co this requires that
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in order for a collision to occur in a finite amount of time. Equations [25] and [261 are necessary conditions in order for a steady-state to be obtained, although not sufficient conditions.
Even though an interparticle force may lead to eventual contact between the spheres, a steady-state particle distribution may not be possible. In particular, for systems with both a large electrostatic barrier and a secondary minimum (as described by DLVO theory), Feke and Prabhu (14) have shown that the flocculation rate is very time dependent. Initially there is a rapid net inward flux of partides into the secondary minimum with virtually no particles accumulating in the primary minimum. During this induction period the secondary minimum becomes saturated, and "slow" flocculation into the primary minimum ensues. The relaxation time required for this process is highly dependent on the magnitude of the energy barrier.
For potential barriers greater than approximately 17kT, the Brownian stability factor is well over 105 (11), which is indicative of a fairly stable system (i.e., there is virtually no flocculation occurring in the primary minimum). In this case, secondary minimum (or reversible) flocculation is dominant and a steady-state is not possible even though some sort of quasi-equilibrium may be established. On the other hand, for systems with a potential barrier less than approximately lOkT, the relaxation time required for the steady state to be established is only on the order of seconds (29) (30) (31) 36) . Consequently, in order to ensure that the steady-state assumption is valid, the requirements given by [25] and [26] must hold in addition to a potential barrier of less than approximately l Ok T.
PERTURBATION ANALYSIS
To approximate the solution of the steadystate pair-conservation equation for strong Brownian diffusion/weak gravity systems (i.e., Gr ~ 1), first consider an expansion of the form:
[27] Substituting this expansion into [7] yields the following perturbation equations for ~°0 and ~:
V~o + ,g~(R)V0z~°0 = 0, [28] V2~, -t-~(e)V2~l [29] where the operators V 2 and V 2 are given by: 0 {~e ! 0~iintl [30] 
V~ =-~ R29(R) + kT OR J '
with the symmetry condition [ 12] being used to simplify [31] . The appropriate boundary conditions are ~°0=~°l=0 at R=2, [32] f~0= 1; ~°l=0 as R---,o% [ 
33]
0~°0 0~°~ --0 at 0=0, Tr.
[34] 00 O0
The zero-and first-order solutions, ~°o and ~0~, are discussed next.
Zero-Order Solution
The solution to [28] , subject to the boundary conditions [32] - [34] , is given by (10, 15) with WBr being the Brownian flocculation stability factor. Making use of [25] , one finds that as R ~ 0% [35] reduces to 
First-Order Solution
Inner expansion. Since [29] is a linear differential equation, the complete solution is given by the solution of the homogeneous equation
plus a particular solution, one of which isiS(R) × cos 0. Substitution of this particular solution into [29] allows one to determine J~(R) from
Using the separation of variables technique to determine the solution of [38] , one finds that the general solution of [29] is given by
where the angular portion of the homogeneous solution Le(cos 0) is the Legendre polynomial of the first kind, and the radial portion of the homogeneous solution fe(R) is determined from (15) V2fe -e(e + 1)Z(R)fe = 0.
[41 ]
The boundary conditions for [39] and [41] become
Substituting the near-field asymptotic expressions [20] - [23] into [39] , and making use of [26] , one finds that for (R -2) ~ 1,
Since the particular solution of this equation is just J~(R ~ 2) = 0, the inner boundary condition of [42] is satisfied. fe(R ~ ~) = ae,R e + Re+---S , [46] where aei are constants of integration, the first order correction for gravity (in the inner region) at large R becomes ~PI(R ~ oo, 0) = OtBr ~--cos 0 + a01
and the inner expansion at large R is The constants ae~ are determined by matching the inner expansion with the proper outer expansion at some arbitrary interparticle distance from the test sphere.
Outer expansion. As the interparticle distance increases, the contribution of the interparticle potential to the radial flux decreases quite rapidly. In fact, for interparticle distances larger than approximately (al + a2)/Gr, the effect of inter-particle interactions is negligible compared to the convection due to gravity (19) . Consequently, in the outer expansion the interparticle potential has only a weak influence on the probability density, and can be well represented by (15)
since at large interparticle distances V~nt oc R -2 (I 1), where Ko is a constant. Substituting this expression and the far-field asymptotic expressions for o~(R), ~(R), 9(R), and Z(R) into [7] , and introducing the new variable/~ defined by Only the first two terms of [57] are included in the outer expansion since the/~,/~2, etc. terms will result in contributions of higher order than Gr. Matching inner and outer expansions. As previously shown, theJ)(R) portion of the inner expansion (see [40] ) at large R reduces to (15) ag2 fe(R) = aelR e + Re+----7 .
[46]
In the first term of this solution g can only be 0 or 1, since g >/2 would require inverse powers of Gr in the outer expansion (see [50] , [59] , and [60]); this is impossible since these terms would approach infinity as Gr --~ 0. Therefore, it follows that ael = 0 for g >1 2.
In addition, in the second term of [46] g can only be 0, since there are no R -(e+~) terms for g >/ 1 in the outer expansion (see [56] and [57]). Consequently, ae2 = 0 for g >~ 1. Therefore, the first order correction for gravity (in the inner region) at large R reduces to It should be noted that a02 cannot be zero even though there is no R l term explicitly shown in the outer expansion's first order correction ~b (see [60] ). There are two reasons why a02 ~ 0: (i) if a02 = 0 then the inner boundary condition of [42] can not be satisfied; and (ii) the R -j term in the outer expansion actually comes from the second order correction tb2. The former point is discussed next, while the latter is covered in the Appendix.
The complete inner solution of order Gr is ~°l(R, 0) = J~(R) cos 0 + j~(R).
[63]
Similarly to the derivation of [35] , one can show that (13) fo = e vi.~/~ aol + ao2
Sincefo (2) 
J: g(R)R------5 dR
One notices that if ao2 = 0 then a01 would have to be zero in order to satisfy the inner boundary condition; however, from the matching procedure it was determined that a0~ = aBr/2, which indicates that ao2 cannot be zero.
Solution of the Pair-Conservation Equation for Small Gr
Substituting the values of the constants determined from the matching procedure into [62] gives the following steady-state solution of the pair-conservation equation, Eq. [7] , valid at large R: 
FLOCCULATION RATES

Coupled Rates
In this section the probability density given by [65] will be used to determine coupled gravity-induced/Brownian tlocculation rates for small gravity numbers Gr.
Choosing the area A* shown in Fig. 1 as a sphere with radius r*, substituting the velocity expressions [4] - [6] into [1] , and dedimensionalizing, gives 
9(R) + --
=0 =0
kT OR ] 
J~2 = 47rD°(alwBr+ az)N°2 ( 1+ G-~Br)
+ 0(Gr z In Gr).
[67]
The Brownian flocculation stability factor Wm can be computed from [36] once the form of the total interparticle potential Vim is known. The most useful formalization of this potential for colloidal systems is described by the well known DLVO theory (27, 28) , which assumes additivity of the separate attractive and repulsive potentials.
Numerical values of WBr are presented in Table I , which were computed using the interparticle potentials given in (18) . The important dimensionless parameters are 2Aa~a2 NA = kT(aL + a2) 2'
[68]
2)~e V=(al +a2) ' [71]
where A is the Hamaker constant, ~ the dielectric constant of the medium, ~o the surface potential, K the reciprocal of the DebyeHiickel double layer thickness, and )'L the characteristic London wavelength of the atoms. The percentage increase in the flocculation rate due to gravity is shown in Fig. 3 for various values of the particle size ratio ~. In order to remove the dependence of the gravity number Gr on X, a normalized gravity number Gr* is used, namely
It is evident from this figure that for the small gravitational forces considered here, gravity increases the flocculation rate for all particle size ratios (except for )t = 0 and 1, see [8] ). In addition, the effect of gravity increases with increasing X and reaches a maximum at )~ -~ 0.58 (see Fig. 2 ), afterwhich the effect of gravity decreases with increasing )t.
Additivity vs Coupling
In this section the total flocculation rate computed from the perturbation analysis will be compared with the old additivity assumption.
According to the theory of Brownian flocculation (10, 11) the net flux O~r due to Brownian motion in the absence of any external forces is 47rDo(al + a2)No2 o~Br =
[73] WBr The gravity-induced flocculation stability factor Wor can be computed from a trajectory analysis when the different sized spheres are subjected to interparticle, gravitational, as well as hydrodynamic forces, in the absence of Brownian motion. The complete details of this analysis are given elsewhere (18, 23) ; however, some numerical examples are given in Table  I for various gravitational and interparticle strengths. Figure 4 shows the magnitude of the percentage difference between the flocculation rates computed from [67] and [75] for various interparticle strengths. When electrostatic repulsion is negligible (curves 1 and 2), the additivity assumption gives results which are in fair agreement with the perturbation analysis. On the other hand, for cases in which electrostatic repulsion is moderately significant (curves 3-5), the two theories can give widely different results. For example, when )~ = 0.2 and K = 750 (curve 5), additivity overpredicts the total flocculation rate by as much as 24%.
DISCUSSION
The effect of gravity on the total flocculation rate shown in Fig. 3 probability of finding a type-2 particle near the reference sphere. This increase in probability is reflected in [65] . However, while gravity can increase the probability density for a given interparticle separation, gravity does not significantly effect the actual flocculation process. This phenomenon is shown in [43] , which indicates that the behavior of the total interparticle potential ultimately determines whether particle capture will occur.
Adding the individual Brownian and gravity-induced flocculation rates to obtain the total flocculation rate assumes that whatever mechanism is primarily responsible for bringing the particles into close proximity, either diffusion or differential creaming, is also responsible for overcoming the repulsive forces due to hydrodynamic and electric double layer interactions. However, the present analysis shows that the major influence of gravity on the flocculation process arises only from the outer expansion which is valid in a region where the particle trajectories follow the undisturbed fluid streamlines; this effect is reflected in Eq. [54] . Physically this means that gravity effects the particle distribution around the reference sphere at large interparticle distances only. This result indicates that while diffusion and differential creaming simultaneously bring the particles very close to each other, it is primarily diffusion and the van der Waals attractive force which eventually overcome the repulsive forces so that particle capture can occur.
SUMMARY
The singular perturbation technique has been used to solve the steady-state convectivediffusion equation for the case of strong Brownian/weak gravity effects. From this solution a simple analytical expression for coupled gravity-induced/Brownian flocculation rates has been obtained (see [67] ). For the small gravitational forces considered in this paper, gravity enhances the flocculation rate with a maximum increase occuring for particle size ratios equal to approximately 0.58.
In addition, these coupled flocculation rates were compared with the rates obtained by summing the individual flocculation rates due to Brownian motion and differential creaming. Under conditions of negligible electrostatic repulsion, both approaches yield similar resuits. However, when electrostatic repulsion is important, additivity can overpredict the total flocculation rate by as much as 24%.
APPENDIX: SECOND ORDER SOLUTION IN THE OUTER EXPANSION
As discussed previously, if one were to strictly follow the matching procedure, this would lead to the erroneous conclusion that ao2 = 0 since there is no R-1 term in the outer expansion's first order correction ~1 (see [60] ). In this appendix it will be shown that the R -1 term in ~1 originates in the second order correction/32 .
Substituting the expansion ~P = ~#o + Gr~l + Gr2~2 
One notices that there is indeed a R -~ term of order Gr which could easily be substituted V~,t into the outer expansion at small/~ (see [60] 
